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Interpretation of CP violation measurements using charmonium decays, in both the B0 and B0s systems,
can be subject to changes due to ‘‘penguin’’ type diagrams. These effects can be investigated using
measurements of the Cabibbo-suppressed B0 ! J=cþ decays. The final state composition of this
channel is investigated using a 1:0 fb1 sample of data produced in 7 TeV pp collisions at the LHC and
collected by the LHCb experiment. A modified Dalitz-plot analysis is performed using both the invariant
mass spectra and the decay angular distributions. An improved measurement of the B0 ! J=cþ
branching fraction of ð3:97 0:09 0:11 0:16Þ  105 is reported where the first uncertainty is
statistical, the second is systematic, and the third is due to the uncertainty of the branching fraction of
the decay B ! J=cK used as a normalization channel. Significant production of f0ð500Þ and ð770Þ
resonances is found in the substructure of the J=cþ final state, and this indicates that they are viable
final states for CP violation studies. In contrast evidence for the f0ð980Þ resonance is not found. This
allows us to establish the first upper limit on the branching fraction product Bð B0 ! J=c f0ð980ÞÞ 
Bðf0ð980Þ ! þÞ< 1:1 106, leading to an upper limit on the absolute value of the mixing angle
of the f0ð980Þ with the f0ð500Þ of less than 31, both at 90% confidence level.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.87.052001 PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 14.40.Be, 14.40.Nd
I. INTRODUCTION
The CP violation measurements using neutral B meson
decays into J=c mesons are of prime importance both for
determinations of Standard Model parameters and search-
ing for physics beyond the Standard Model. In the case of
B0 decays, the final state J=cK0S is the most important for
measuring sin 2 [1], while in the case of B0s decays, used
to measure s, only the final states J=c [2–4] and
J=cþ [5] have been used so far, where the largest
component of the latter is J=c f0ð980Þ [6]. The decay rate
for these J=c modes is dominated by the color-suppressed
tree level diagram, an example of which is shown for B0
decays in Fig. 1(a), while penguin processes, an example of
which is shown in Fig. 1(b), are expected to be suppressed.
Theoretical predictions on the effects of such ‘‘penguin
pollution’’ vary widely for both B0 and B0s decays [7], so it
is incumbent upon experimentalists to limit possible
changes in the value of the CP violating angles measured
using other decay modes.
The decay B0 ! J=cþ can occur via a Cabibbo-
suppressed tree level diagram, shown in Fig. 2(a), or via
several penguin diagrams. An example is shown in
Fig. 2(b), while others are illustrated in Ref. [8]. These
decays are interesting because they can also be used to
measure or limit the amount of penguin pollution. The
advantage in using the decay B0 ! J=cþ arises
because the relative amount of pollution is larger. In the
allowed decays, e.g., B0 ! J=cK0S, the penguin amplitude
is multiplied by a factor of 2Rei, where  is the sine of
the Cabibbo angle (0:22), while in the suppressed decays
the factor becomes R0ei0 , where R and R0, and  and 0,
are expected to be similar in size [8]. A similar study uses
the decay B0s ! J=cK0S [9].
CP violation measurements in the J=cþ mode
utilizing B0- B0 mixing determine sin 2eff which can be
compared to the well measured sin 2. Differences can be
used to estimate the magnitude of penguin effects.
Knowledge of the final state structure is the first step in
this program. Such measurements on sin 2eff have been
attempted in the B0 system by using the J=c0 final
state [10].
In order to ascertain the viability of such CP violation
measurements we perform a full ‘‘Dalitz-like’’ analysis of
the final state. Regions in þ mass that correspond to
spin-0 final states would be CP eigenstates. Final states
containing vector resonances, such as the ð770Þ, can be
analyzed in a similar manner as was done for the decay
B0s ! J=c [2–4].
It is also of interest to search for the f0ð980Þ contribution
and to obtain information concerning the mixing angle
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Tree level and (b) penguin diagram
examples for B0 decays into J=cK0S.
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between the f0ð980Þ and the f0ð500Þ1 partners in the
scalar nonet, as the latter should couple strongly to the
d d system. Branching fractions for B0 ! J=cþ and
J=c0 have previously been measured by the BABAR
Collaboration [11].
In this paper the J=cþ and þ mass spectra and
decay angular distributions are used to determine the reso-
nant and nonresonant components. This differs from a
classical Dalitz-plot analysis [12] because one of the par-
ticles in the final state, the J=c meson, has spin 1 and its
three decay amplitudes must be considered. We first show
that there are no evident structures in the J=cþ invariant
mass, and then model the þ invariant mass with a
series of resonant and nonresonant amplitudes. The data
are then fitted with the coherent sum of these amplitudes.
We report on the resonant structure and the CP content of
the final state.
II. DATA SAMPLE AND SELECTION
REQUIREMENTS
The data sample consists of 1:0 fb1 of integrated lumi-
nosity collected with the LHCb detector [13] using pp
collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The detector
is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudor-
apidity range 2<< 5, designed for the study of particles
containing b or c quarks. Components include a high
precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip ver-
tex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-
area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole
magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three
stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes
placed downstream. The combined tracking system has a
momentum2 resolution p=p that varies from 0.4% at
5 GeV to 0.6% at 100 GeV, and an impact parameter
resolution of 20 m for tracks with large transverse mo-
mentum (pT) with respect to the proton beam direction.
Charged hadrons are identified using two ring-imaging
Cherenkov (RICH) detectors. Photon, electron, and hadron
candidates are identified by a calorimeter system consist-
ing of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter, and a hadronic calorimeter.
Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating
layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers. The
trigger consists of a hardware stage, based on information
from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a
software stage that applies a full event reconstruction [14].
Events are triggered by a J=c ! þ decay, requir-
ing two identified muons with opposite charge, pTðÞ
greater than 500MeV, an invariant mass within 120MeVof
the J=c mass [15], and form a vertex with a fit 2 less than
16. After applying these requirements, there is a large J=c
signal over a small background [16]. Only candidates with
dimuon invariant mass between 48 MeV and þ43 MeV
relative to the observed J=c mass peak are selected,
corresponding a window of about 3	. The requirement
is asymmetric because of final state electromagnetic radia-
tion. The two muons subsequently are kinematically con-
strained to the known J=c mass.
Other requirements are imposed to isolate B0 candidates
with high signal yield and minimum background. This is
accomplished by combining the J=c ! þ candidate
with a pair of pion candidates of opposite charge, and then
testing if all four tracks form a common decay vertex. Pion
candidates are each required to have pT greater than
250 MeV, and the scalar sum of the two transverse mo-
menta, pTðþÞ þ pTðÞ, must be larger than 900 MeV.
The impact parameter (IP) is the distance of closest ap-
proach of a track to the primary vertex (PV). To test for
inconsistency with production at the PV, the IP 2 is
computed as the difference between the 2 of the PV
reconstructed with and without the considered track.
Each pion must have an IP 2 greater than 9. Both pions
must also come from a common vertex with an acceptable
2 and form a vertex with the J=c with a 2 per number of
degrees of freedom (ndf) less than 10 (here ndf equals
five). Pion and kaon candidates are positively identified
using the RICH system. Cherenkov photons are matched to
tracks, the emission angles of the photons compared with
those expected if the particle is an electron, pion, kaon, or
proton, and a likelihood is then computed. The particle
identification makes use of the logarithm of the likelihood
ratio comparing two particle hypotheses (DLL). For pion
selection we require DLLð KÞ>10.
The four-track B0 candidate must have a flight distance
of more than 1.5 mm, where the average decay length
resolution is 0.17 mm. The angle between the combined
momentum vector of the decay products and the vector
formed from the positions of the PV and the decay vertex
(pointing angle) is required to be less than 2.5.
Events satisfying this preselection are then further
filtered using a multivariate analyzer based on a boosted
decision tree (BDT) technique [17]. The BDT uses six
variables that are chosen in a manner that does not intro-
duce an asymmetry between either the two muons or the
two pions. They are the minimum DLL( ) of the þ
and, the minimum pT of the þ and , the minimum
of the IP 2 of the þ and , the B0 vertex 2, the B0
pointing angle, and the B0 flight distance. There is
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Tree level and (b) penguin diagram
for B0 decays into J=cþ.
1This particle has been identified previously as the f0ð600Þ or
	 resonance.
2We work in units where c ¼ 1.
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discrimination power between signal and background in all
of these variables, especially the B0 vertex 2.
The background sample used to train the BDT consists
of the events in the B0 mass sideband having 5566<
mðJ=cþÞ< 5616 MeV. The signal sample consists
of 2:0 106 B0 ! J=c ð! þÞþ Monte Carlo
simulated events that are generated uniformly in phase
space, using PYTHIA [18] with a special LHCb parameter
tune [19], and the LHCb detector simulation based on
GEANT4 [20] described in Ref. [21]. Separate samples are
used to train and test the BDT. The distributions of the
BDT classifier for signal and background are shown in
Fig. 3. To minimize a possible bias on the signal accep-
tance due to the BDT, we choose a relatively loose require-
ment of the BDT classifier >0:05 which has a 96% signal
efficiency and a 92% background rejection rate.
The invariant mass of the selected J=cþ combina-
tions, where the dimuon pair is constrained to have the J=c
mass, is shown in Fig. 4. There are signal peaks at both the
B0s and B
0 masses on top of the background. Double-
Gaussian functions are used to fit both signal peaks. They
differ only in their mean values, which are determined by
the data. The core Gaussian width is also allowed to vary,
while the fraction and width ratio of the second Gaussian
is fixed to that obtained in the fit of B0s ! J=c events.
(The details of the fit are given in Ref. [6].) Other compo-
nents in the fit model take into account background contri-
butions. One source is from B ! J=cK decays, which
contributes when the K is misidentified as a  and then
combined with a random þ; the smaller J=c mode
contributes when it is combined with a random þ. The
next source contains B0s!J=c0ð!
Þ and B0s !
J=cð! þ0Þ decays where the 
 and the 0 are
ignored respectively. Finally there is a B0 ! J=cKþ
reflection where the K is misidentified as . Here and
elsewhere charged conjugated modes are included when
appropriate. The exponential combinatorial background
shape is taken from same-sign combinations, which are
the sum of J=cþþ and J=c candidates. The
shapes of the other components are taken from the simula-
tion with their normalizations allowed to vary. The fit gives
5287 112 signal and 3212 80 background candidates
within 20 MeV of the B0 mass peak, where a K0S veto,
discussed later, is applied.
We use the well measured B ! J=cK mode as a
normalization channel to determine the branching frac-
tions. To minimize the systematic uncertainty from the
BDT selection, we employ a similar selection on B !
J=cK decays after requiring the same pre-selection
except for particle identification criteria on the K
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FIG. 3 (color online). Distributions of the BDT classifier for
both training and test samples of J=cþ signal and back-
ground events. The signal samples are from simulation and the
background samples are from data.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Invariant mass of J=cþ combina-
tions. The data are fitted with a double-Gaussian signal and
several background functions. The (red) solid double-Gaussian
function centered at 5280 MeV is the B0 signal, the (brown)
dotted line shows the combinatorial background, the (green)
short-dashed shows the B background, the (purple) short-
dash-dotted line shows the contribution of B0s ! J=cþ
decays, the (black) long-dash-dotted is the sum of B0s !
J=c0ð! 
Þ and B0s ! J=cð! þ0Þ backgrounds,
the (light blue) long-dashed is the B0 ! J=cKþ reflection,
and the (blue) solid line is the total.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Invariant mass of J=cK combinations.
The data points are fitted with a double-Gaussian function for
signal and a linear function for background. The dotted line
shows the background, and the (blue) solid line is the total.
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candidates. Similar variables are used for the BDT except
that the variables describing the combination of þ and 
in the J=cþ final state are replaced by ones describing
the K meson. For BDT training, the signal sample uses
simulated events and the background sample consists of the
data events in the region 5400<mðJ=cKÞ< 5450 MeV.
The resulting invariant mass distribution of the candidates
satisfying BDT classifier >0:05 is shown in Fig. 5. Fitting
the distribution with a double-Gaussian function for the
signal and linear function for the background gives
350727 633 signal and 4756 103 background candi-
dates within 20 MeV of the B mass peak.
III. ANALYSIS FORMALISM
We apply a formalism similar to that used in Belle’s
analysis [22] of B0 ! Kþc1 decays and later used in
LHCb’s analysis of B0s ! J=cþ decays [6]. The
decay B0 ! J=cþ, with J=c ! þ, can be de-
scribed by four variables. These are taken to be the invari-
ant mass squared of J=cþ (s12  m2ðJ=cþÞ), the
invariant mass squared of þ (s23  m2ðþÞ),
where we use label 1 for J=c , 2 for þ, and 3 for ,
the J=c helicity angle (J=c ), which is the angle of the
þ
in the J=c rest frame with respect to the J=c direction in
the B0 rest frame, and the angle between the J=c and
þ decay planes () in the B0 rest frame. To improve
the resolution of these variables we perform a kinematic fit
constraining the B0 and J=c masses to their nominal
values [15], and recompute the final state momenta. To
simplify the probability density function, we analyze the
decay process after integrating over , which eliminates
several interference terms.
A. The decay model for B0 ! J=cþ
The overall probability density function (PDF) given by
the sum of signal, S, and background, B, functions is
Fðs12; s23; J=c Þ ¼
fsig
N sig
"ðs12; s23; J=c ÞSðs12; s23; J=c Þ
þ ð1 fsigÞ
N bkg
Bðs12; s23; J=c Þ; (1)
where fsig is the fraction of the signal in the fitted region
and " is the detection efficiency. The fraction of the signal
is obtained from the mass fit and is fixed for the subsequent
analysis. The normalization factors are given by
N sig ¼
Z
"ðs12; s23; J=c ÞSðs12; s23; J=c Þ
 ds12ds23d cos J=c ;
N bkg ¼
Z
Bðs12; s23; J=c Þds12ds23d cos J=c :
(2)
The event distribution for m2ðþÞ versus
m2ðJ=cþÞ in Fig. 6 shows obvious structure in
m2ðþÞ. To investigate if there are visible exotic
structures in the J=cþ system as claimed in similar
decays [23], we examine the J=cþ mass distribution
shown in Fig. 7(a). No resonant effects are evident.
Figure 7(b) shows the þ mass distribution. There is
a clear peak at the ð770Þ region, a small bump around
1250 MeV, but no evidence for the f0ð980Þ resonance.
The favored B0 ! J=cK0S decay is mostly rejected by
the B0 vertex 2 selection, but about 150 such events
remain. We eliminate them by excluding the candidates
that have jmðþÞmK0
S
j<25MeV, where mK0
S
is the
K0S mass [15].
1. The signal function
The signal function for B0 is taken to be the coherent
sum over resonant states that can decay into þ, plus a
possible nonresonant S-wave contribution3
Sðs12;s23;J=c Þ¼
X
¼0;1
X
i
aRi e
i
Ri
 ARi ðs12;s23;J=c Þ
2;
(3)
whereARi ðs12; s23; J=c Þ is the amplitude of the decay via
an intermediate resonance Ri with helicity . Each Ri has
an associated amplitude strength aRi for each helicity state
 and a phase Ri . Note that the spin-0 component can
only have a  ¼ 0 term. The amplitudes for each i are
defined as
ARðs12; s23; J=c Þ ¼ FðLBÞB FðLRÞR ARðs23Þ

PB
mB

LB


PRﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s23
p

LR
TðJ=c Þ; (4)
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FIG. 6. Distribution of m2ðþÞ versus m2ðJ=cþÞ for B0
candidate decays within 20 MeV of the B0 mass.
3The interference terms between different helicities are zero
because we integrate over the angular variable .
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where PB is the J=c momentum in the B
0 rest frame and
PR is the momentum of either of the two pions in the dipion
rest frame, mB is the B
0 mass, FðLBÞB and F
ðLRÞ
R are the
B0
meson and R resonance Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors
[24], LB is the orbital angular momentum between the
J=c and þ system, and LR is the orbital angular
momentum in the þ decay and is equal to the spin
of resonance R because pions have spin 0. Since the parent
B0 has spin 0 and the J=c is a vector, when the þ
system forms a spin-0 resonance, LB ¼ 1 and LR ¼ 0. For
þ resonances with nonzero spin, LB can be 0, 1, or 2
(1, 2, or 3) for LR ¼ 1ð2Þ and so on. We take the lowest LB
as the default and consider the other possibilities in the
systematic uncertainty.
The Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors FðLBÞB and F
ðLRÞ
R are
Fð0Þ ¼ 1; Fð1Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ z0
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ zp ;
Fð2Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z20 þ 3z0 þ 9
q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z2 þ 3zþ 9
p :
(5)
For the B meson z ¼ r2P2B, where the hadron scale r is
taken as 5:0 GeV1, and for the R resonance z ¼ r2P2R
with r taken as 1:5 GeV1 [25]. In both cases z0 ¼ r2P20
where P0 is the decay daughter momentum calculated at
the resonance pole mass.
The angular term, T, is obtained using the helicity
formalism and is defined as
T ¼ dJ0ðÞ; (6)
where d is the Wigner d function, J is the resonance spin,
and  is the 
þ resonance helicity angle which is
defined as the angle of theþ in theþ rest frame with
respect to the þ direction in the B0 rest frame and
calculated from the other variables as
cos  ¼ ½m
2ðJ=cþÞ m2ðJ=cÞmðþÞ
4PRPBmB
: (7)
The J=c helicity dependent term ðJ=c Þ is defined as
ðJ=c Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin 2J=c
q
for helicity ¼ 0
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ cos 2J=c
2
s
for helicity ¼ 1: (8)
The function ARðs23Þ describes the mass squared shape
of the resonance R, which in most cases is a Breit-Wigner
(BW) amplitude. Complications arise, however, when a
new decay channel opens close to the resonant mass. The
proximity of a second threshold distorts the line shape of
the amplitude. This happens for the f0ð980Þ resonance
because the KþK decay channel opens. Here we use a
Flatte´ model [26] which is described below.
The BW amplitude for a resonance decaying into two
spin-0 particles, labeled as 2 and 3, is
ARðs23Þ ¼ 1
m2R  s23  imRðs23Þ
; (9)
where mR is the resonance pole mass, and ðs23Þ is its
energy-dependent width that is parametrized as
ðs23Þ ¼ 0

PR
P0

2LRþ1 mRﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s23
p

F2R: (10)
Here 0 is the decay width when the invariant mass of the
daughter combinations is equal to mR.
The Flatte´ model is parametrized as
ARðs23Þ ¼ 1
m2R  s23  imRðg þ gKKKKÞ
: (11)
The constants g and gKK are the f0ð980Þ couplings to
 and K K final states respectively. The  factors account
for the Lorentz-invariant phase space and are given as
 ¼ 23
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4m
2

m2ðþÞ
s
þ 1
3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4m
2
0
m2ðþÞ
s
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FIG. 7 (color online). Distribution of (a) mðJ=cþÞ and (b) mðþÞ for B0 ! J=cþ candidate decays within 20 MeV of
B0 mass shown with the solid line. The (red) points with error bars show the background contribution determined from mðJ=cþÞ
fits performed in each bin.
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KK ¼ 12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4m
2
K
m2ðþÞ
s
þ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4m
2
K0
m2ðþÞ
s
: (13)
For nonresonant processes, the amplitude
Aðs12; s23; J=c Þ is derived from Eq. (4), considering
that the þ system is S-wave (i.e., LR ¼ 0, LB ¼ 1)
and ARðs23Þ is constant over the phase space s12 and s23.
Thus, it is parametrized as
Aðs12; s23; J=c Þ ¼ PBmB
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin 2J=c
q
: (14)
2. Detection efficiency
The detection efficiency is determined from a sample of
2:0 106 B0!J=c ð!þÞþ simulated events
that are generated uniformly in phase space. Both s12
and s13 are centered at about 18:4 GeV
2. We model the
detection efficiency using the symmetric dimensionless
Dalitz-plot observables
x¼ s12=GeV218:4; and y¼ s13=GeV218:4: (15)
These variables are related to s23 since
s12 þ s13 þ s23 ¼ m2B þm2J=c þm2þ þm2 : (16)
The acceptance in cos J=c is not uniform, but depends
on s23, as shown in Fig. 8. If the efficiency was independent
of s23, then the curves would have the same shape. On the
other hand, no clear dependence on s12 is seen. Thus the
efficiency model can be expressed as
"ðs12; s23; J=c Þ ¼ "1ðx; yÞ  "2ðs23; J=c Þ: (17)
To study the cos J=c acceptance, we fit the cos J=c dis-
tributions from simulation in 24 bins of m2ðþÞ with
the function
"2ðs23; J=c Þ ¼
1þ acos 2J=c
2þ 2a=3 ; (18)
giving 24 values of a as a function of m2ðþÞ. The
resultant distribution shown in Fig. 9 can be described by
an exponential function,
aðs23Þ ¼ exp ða1 þ a2s23Þ; (19)
with a1 ¼ 1:48 0:20 and a2¼ð1:450:33ÞGeV2.
Equation (18) is normalized with respect to cosJ=c .
Thus, after integrating over cosJ=c , Eq. (17) becomesZ þ1
1
"ðs12; s23; J=c Þd cosJ=c ¼ "1ðx; yÞ: (20)
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FIG. 8 (color online). Distributions of cosJ=c for the J=c
þ simulated sample in (a) the entire dipion mass region and
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This term of the efficiency is parametrized as a symmetric
fourth-order polynomial function given by
"1ðx; yÞ ¼ 1þ 01ðxþ yÞ þ 02ðxþ yÞ2 þ 03xy
þ 04ðxþ yÞ3 þ 05xyðxþ yÞ þ 06ðxþ yÞ4
þ 07xyðxþ yÞ2 þ 08x2y2; (21)
where the 0i are the fit parameters.
Figure 10 shows the polynomial function obtained from
a fit to the Dalitz-plot distributions of simulated events.
The projections of the fit are shown in Fig. 11 and the
resulting parameters are given in Table I.
3. Background composition
Backgrounds from B decays into J=c final states have
already been discussed in Sec. II. The main background
source is combinatorial and its shape can be determined
from the same-sign  combinations within20 MeV
of the B0 mass peak; this region also contains the small
B background. In addition, there is background arising
from partially reconstructed B0s decays including B
0
s !
J=c0ð! 
Þ, B0s ! J=cð! þ0Þ, and a B0 !
J=cKþ reflection, which cannot be present in same-
sign combinations. We use simulated samples of inclusive
B0s decays, and exclusive B
0 ! J=c K0ð892Þ and B0 !
J=c K02 ð1430Þ decays to model the additional back-
grounds. The background fraction of each source is studied
by fitting the J=cþ candidate invariant mass distri-
butions in bins of m2ðþÞ. The resulting background
distribution in the 20 MeV B0 signal region is shown in
Fig. 12. It is fit by histograms from the same-sign combi-
nations and two additional simulations, giving a partially
reconstructed B0s background of 12.8%, and a reflection
background that is 5.2% of the total background.
The background is parametrized as
Bðs12; s23; J=c Þ ¼ mð
þÞ
2PRPBmB
B1ðs23; cosÞ
 ð1þ cos 2J=c Þ; (22)
where the first part mð
þÞ
2PRPBmB
converts phase space from s12
to cos , and
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FIG. 11 (color online). Projections onto (a) m2ðJ=cþÞ and (b) m2ðþÞ of the simulated Dalitz plot used to determine the
efficiency parameters. The points represent the simulated event distributions and the curves the projections of the polynomial fits.
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FIG. 12 (color online). The m2ðÞ distribution of back-
ground. The (black) histogram with error bars shows the
same-sign data combinations with additional background from
simulation, the (blue) points with error bars show the back-
ground obtained from the mass fits, the (black) dashed line is the
partially reconstructed B0s background, and the (red) dotted is the
misidentified B0 ! J=cKþ contribution.
TABLE I. Efficiency parameters to describe the acceptance on
the signal Dalitz plot.
Parameter Value
01 0:142 0:010
02 0:101 0:014
03 0:0082 0:0005
04 0:027 0:007
05 0:0052 0:0003
06 0:0028 0:0010
07 0:00074 0:00017
08 0:000105 0:000008
2=ndf 308=298
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B1ðs23; cos Þ
¼

B2ðÞ pBmB þ
b0
ðm20  s23Þ2 þm2020

 1þ c1qðÞj cos j þ c4pðÞcos
2
2½1þ c1qðÞ=2þ c4pðÞ=3 : (23)
The variable  ¼ 2ðs23  smin Þ=ðsmax  smin Þ  1, where
smin and smax give the fit boundaries, B2ðÞ is a fifth-order
Chebyshev polynomial with parameters bi (i ¼ 1–5), and
qðÞ and pðÞ are both second-order Chebyshev polyno-
mials with parameters ci (i ¼ 2, 3, 5, 6), and c1 and c4 are
free parameters. In order to better approximate the real
background in the B0s signal region, the J=c
	 candi-
dates are kinematically constrained to the B0s mass. A fit to
the same-sign sample, with additional background from
simulation, determines bi, ci, m0, and 0. Figure 13 shows
the mass squared projections from the fit. The fitted back-
ground parameters are shown in Table II.
The ð1þ cos 2J=c Þ term is a function of the J=c
helicity angle. The cosJ=c distribution of background is
shown in Fig. 14, and is fit with the function 1þcos2J=c
that determines the parameter  ¼ 0:38 0:04. We
have verified that  is independent of s23.
B. Fit fractions
While a complete description of the decay is given in
terms of the fitted amplitudes and phases, the knowledge of
the contribution of each component can be summarized by
defining a fit fraction,F R , as the integration of the squared
amplitude of R over the Dalitz plot divided by the integra-
tion of the entire signal function,
F R ¼
R jaReiRARðs12; s23; J=c Þj2ds12ds23d cosJ=cR
Sðs12; s23; J=c Þds12ds23d cosJ=c :
(24)
Note that the sum of the fit fractions over all  and R is not
necessarily unity due to the potential presence of interfer-
ence between two resonances. If the Dalitz plot has more
destructive interference than constructive interference, the
total fit fraction will be greater than one. Interference term
fractions are given by
F RR
0
 ¼Re
 R
aRa
R0
 e
iðR

R0

ÞARðs12; s23; J=c ÞAR0 ðs12; s23; J=c Þds12ds23d cos J=cR
Sðs12; s23; J=c Þds12ds23d cosJ=c
!
; (25)
and the sum of the two is
X

X
R
F R þ
XRR0
RR0
F RR
0


¼ 1: (26)
Note that interference terms between different spin-J states
vanish, because the dJ0 angular functions in A
R
 are
orthogonal.
The statistical errors of the fit fractions depend on the
statistical errors of every fitted magnitude and phase, and
their correlations. Therefore, to determine the uncertainties
the covariance matrix and parameter values from the fit
are used to generate 500 sample parameter sets. For each
set, the fit fractions are calculated. The distributions of the
obtained fit fractions are described by bifurcated Gaussian
functions. The widths of the Gaussians are taken as the
statistical errors on the corresponding parameters. The cor-
relations of fitted parameters are also taken into account.
IV. FINAL STATE COMPOSITION
A. Resonance models
To study the resonant structures of the decay B0 !
J=cþ we use those combinations with an invariant
mass within 20 MeV of the B0 mass peak and apply a
J=cK0S veto. The total number of remaining candidates is
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FIG. 13 (color online). Projections of invariant mass squared of (a) m2ðJ=cþÞ and (b) m2ðþÞ of the background Dalitz plot.
The points with error bars show the same-sign combinations with additional background from simulation.
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8483, of which 3212 80 are attributed to background.
Possible resonances in the decay B0 ! J=cþ are
listed in Table III. In addition, there could be some con-
tribution from nonresonant B0 ! J=cþ decays.
The masses and widths of the BW resonances are listed
in Table IV. When used in the fit they are fixed to these
values except for the parameters of the f0ð500Þ resonance
which are constrained by their uncertainties. Besides the
mass and width, the Flatte´ resonance shape has two
additional parameters g and gKK, which are also fixed
in the fit to values obtained in our previous Dalitz analysis
of B0s ! J=cþ [6], where a large fraction of B0s
decays are to J=c f0ð980Þ. The parameters are taken to
be m0 ¼ 939:9 6:3 MeV, g ¼ 199 30 MeV, and
gKK=g ¼ 3:0 0:3. All background and efficiency
parameters are fixed in the fit.
To determine the complex amplitudes in a specific
model, the data are fitted maximizing the unbinned like-
lihood given as
L ¼YN
i¼1
Fðsi12; si23; iJ=c Þ; (27)
whereN is the total number of candidates, andF is the total
PDF defined in Eq. (1). The PDF is constructed from the
signal fraction fsig, the efficiency model "ðs12; s23; J=c Þ,
the background model Bðs12; s23; J=c Þ, and the signal
model Sðs12; s23; J=c Þ. In order to ensure proper conver-
gence using the maximum likelihood method, the PDF
needs to be normalized. This is accomplished by first
normalizing the J=c helicity dependent part "ðs23; J=c Þ
ðJ=c Þ over cos J=c by analytical integration. This
integration results in additional factors as a function of
s23. We then normalize the mass dependent part multiplied
by the additional factors using numerical integration over
500 500 bins.
The fit determines the relative amplitude magnitudes aRi
and phases Ri defined in Eq. (3); we choose to fix a
ð770Þ
0
to 1. As only relative phases are physically meaningful,
one phase in each helicity grouping has to be fixed; we
choose to fix those of the f0ð500Þ and the ð770Þ (jj ¼ 1)
to 0. In addition, since the final state J=cþ is a self-
charge-conjugate mode and as we do not determine the B
flavor, the signal function is an average of B0 and B0
decays. If we do not consider þ partial waves of a
higher order than D-wave, then we can express the differ-
ential decay rate derived from Eqs. (3), (4), and (8) in terms
of S, P, and D waves including helicity 0 and 1,
TABLE II. Parameters for the background model used in
Eq. (23).
Parameter Value
b0 ð4:4 1:2Þ  103 GeV4
m0 0:767 0:005 GeV
0 0:101 0:015 GeV
b1 0:52 0:07
b2 0:22 0:05
b3 0:14 0:06
b4 0:11 0:04
b5 0:06 0:04
c1 0:70 0:04
c2 0:4 0:3
c3 1:9 0:2
c4 0:42 0:03
c5 1:7 0:8
c6 2:5 0:8
2=ndf 252=284
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FIG. 14 (color online). Distribution of the background in
cosJ=c resulting from J=c
þ candidate mass fits in each bin
of cosJ=c . The curve represents the fitted function 1þcos2J=c .
TABLE III. Possible resonances in the B0 ! J=cþ de-
cay mode.
Resonance Spin Helicity Resonance formalism
f0ð500Þ 0 0 BW
ð770Þ 1 0, 1 BW
!ð782Þ 1 0, 1 BW
f0ð980Þ 0 0 Flatte´
f2ð1270Þ 2 0, 1 BW
f0ð1370Þ 0 0 BW
ð1450Þ 1 0, 1 BW
f0ð1500Þ 0 0 BW
ð1700Þ 1 0, 1 BW
f0ð1710Þ 0 0 BW
TABLE IV. Breit-Wigner resonance parameters.
Resonance Mass (MeV) Width (MeV) Source
f0ð500Þ 513 32 335 67 CLEO [27]
ð770Þ 775:49 0:34 149:1 0:8 PDG [15]
!ð782Þ 782:65 0:12 8:49 0:08 PDG [15]
f2ð1270Þ 1275:1 1:2 185:1þ2:92:4 PDG [15]
f0ð1370Þ 1475 6 113 11 LHCb [6]
ð1450Þ 1465 25 400 60 PDG [15]
f0ð1500Þ 1505 6 109 7 PDG [15]
ð1700Þ 1700 20 250 100 PDG [15]
f0ð1710Þ 1720 6 135 8 PDG [15]
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d 
dmdcosdcosJ=c
¼
AsS0eisS0 þAsP0eisP0 cos
þAsD0e
isD0

3
2
cos212
2sin2J=c
þ
AsP1ei
s
P1
1
2
sin
þAsD1e
isD1
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
s
sincos

2
1þcos2J=c
2
;
(28)
for B0 decays, whereAsk and 
s
k
are the sum of ampli-
tudes and reference phase for the spin-k resonance group,
respectively. The B0 function for decays is similar, but
þ and J=c are changed to  þ and  J=c
respectively, as a result of using  and  to define the
helicity angles, yielding
d
dmd cos d cos J=c
¼
AsS0eisS0 AsP0eisP0 cos
þAsD0e
isD0

3
2
cos 2  12
2sin 2J=c
þ
AsP1ei
s
P1
1
2
sin 
AsD1e
isD1
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
s
sin cos 

2
1þ cos 2J=c
2
:
(29)
Summing Eqs. (28) and (29) results in cancellation of the
interference involving the  ¼ 0 terms for spin 1, and the
 ¼ 1 terms for spin 2, as they appear with opposite signs
for B0 andB0 decays. Therefore, we have to fix one phase in
spin-1 ( ¼ 0) group (sP0) and one in spin-2 ( ¼ 1)
group (sD1); the phases of ð770Þ ( ¼ 0) and f2ð1270Þ
( ¼ 1) are fixed to zero. The other phases in each cor-
responding group are relative to that of the fixed resonance.
B. Fit results
To find the best model, we proceed by fitting with all the
possible resonances and a nonresonance (NR) component,
TABLE V. Values of 2=ndf and lnL of different resonance
models.
Resonance model  lnL 2=ndf Probability (%)
Best model 35292 1058=1003 11.1
Best modelþ ð1700Þ 35284 1045=999 15.0
Best modelþ NR 35284 1058=1001 10.3
Best modelþ f0ð1370Þ 35285 1047=1001 15.2
Best modelþ f0ð1500Þ 35287 1049=1001 14.4
Best modelþ f0ð1710Þ 35289 1052=1001 12.6
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FIG. 15 (color online). Dalitz fit projections of (a) m2ðþÞ, (b) m2ðJ=cþÞ, (c) cosJ=c , and (d) mðþÞ for the best model.
The points with error bars are data, the signal fit is shown with a (red) dashed line, the background with a (black) dotted line, and the
(blue) solid line represents the total. In (a) and (d), the shape variations near the ð770Þ mass are due to ð770Þ !ð782Þ interference,
and the dip at the K0S mass [15] is due to the K
0
S veto.
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then subsequently remove the most insignificant compo-
nent one at a time. We repeat this procedure until each
remaining contribution has more than 3 statistical standard
deviation (	) significance. The significance is estimated
from the fit fraction divided by its statistical uncertainty.
The best fit model contains six resonances, the f0ð500Þ,
f0ð980Þ, f2ð1270Þ, ð770Þ, ð1450Þ, and !ð782Þ.
In order to compare the different models quantitatively
an estimate of the goodness of fit is calculated from three-
dimensional partitions of the one angular and two mass
squared variables. We use the Poisson likelihood 2 [28]
defined as
2 ¼ 2XNbin
i¼1

xi  ni þ ni ln

ni
xi

; (30)
where ni is the number of events in the three-dimensional
bin i and xi is the expected number of events in that bin
according to the fitted likelihood function. A total of 1021
bins (Nbin) are used to calculate the 
2, based on the
variables m2ðJ=cþÞ, m2ðþÞ, and cos J=c . The
2=ndf and the negative of the logarithm of the likelihood,
 lnL, of the fits are given in Table V; ndf is equal to
Nbin  1 Npar, where Npar is the number of fitting pa-
rameters. The difference between the best fit results and fits
with one additional component is taken as a systematic
uncertainty. Figure 15 shows the best fit model projections
of m2ðþÞ, m2ðJ=cþÞ, cosJ=c , and mðþÞ.
We calculate the fit fraction of each component using
Eq. (24). For a P- or D-wave resonance, we report its total
fit fraction by summing all the helicity components, and
the fraction of the helicity  ¼ 0 component. The results
are listed in Table VI. Systematic uncertainties will
be discussed in Sec. VI. Two interesting ratios of fit frac-
tions are ð0:93þ0:37þ0:470:220:23Þ% for !ð782Þ to ð770Þ, and
ð9:5þ6:73:4  3:0Þ% for f0ð980Þ to f0ð500Þ.
TABLE VI. Fit fractions and significances of contributing components for the best model, as
well as the fractions of the helicity  ¼ 0 part. The significance takes into account both
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Components Fit fraction (%)  ¼ 0 fraction Significance (	)
ð770Þ 62:8þ4:8þ2:82:94:8 0:63 0:04þ0:060:03 11.2
!ð782Þ 0:59þ0:23þ0:270:130:14 0:30þ0:260:18  0:05 3.1
f0ð980Þ 1:53þ0:77þ0:430:500:35 1 2.5
f2ð1270Þ 8:9 1:1 1:0 0:76 0:06 0:05 5.9
ð1450Þ 5:3þ2:5þ5:61:40:9 0:28þ0:17þ0:080:130:12 3.2
f0ð500Þ 16:2 2:0þ6:02:0 1 5.7
Sum 95.2
TABLE VII. Interference fractionsF RR
0
 (%) computedusingEq. (25).Note that the diagonal elements arefit fractions defined inEq. (24).
 !  f0 f0 f2  !  f2
770 782 1450 980 500 1270 770 782 1450 1270
jj 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
ð770Þ 0 39.44 0:02 0:89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
!ð782Þ 0 0.18 0:05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ð1450Þ 0 1.47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f0ð980Þ 0 1.53 2.08 0 0 0 0 0
f0ð500Þ 0 16.15 0 0 0 0 0
f2ð1270Þ 0 6.72 0 0 0 0
ð770Þ 1 23.32 0.29 0 0
!ð782Þ 1 0.41 0:07 0
ð1450Þ 1 3.80 0
f2ð1270Þ 1 2.14
TABLE VIII. Resonant phases from the best fit.
Components Phase (deg)
ð770Þ,  ¼ 0 0 (fixed)
ð770Þ, jj ¼ 1 0 (fixed)
!ð782Þ,  ¼ 0 84 31
!ð782Þ, jj ¼ 1 70 16
f0ð980Þ 103 17
f2ð1270Þ,  ¼ 0 87 12
f2ð1270Þ, jj ¼ 1 0 (fixed)
ð1450Þ,  ¼ 0 162 22
ð1450Þ, jj ¼ 1 160 48
f0ð500Þ 0 (fixed)
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The fit fractions of the interference terms are computed
using Eq. (25) and listed in Table VII. Table VIII shows
the resonant phases from the best fit. For the systematic
uncertainty study, Table IX shows the fit fractions of
components for the best model with one additional
resonance.
C. Helicity angle distributions
We show the helicity angle distributions in the ð770Þ
mass region defined within one full width of the ð770Þ
resonance (the width values are given in Table IV) in
Fig. 16. The cos J=c and cos background subtracted
and efficiency corrected distributions for this mass region
TABLE IX. Fit fractions (%) of contributing components for the best model with adding one additional resonance.
Best þð1700Þ þf0ð1370Þ þf0ð1500Þ þf0ð1710Þ þNR
ð770Þ 62:8þ4:82:9 59:5þ3:12:8 62:6þ3:92:5 62:4þ4:12:5 63:3þ5:63:0 63:4þ3:82:7
!ð782Þ 0:59þ0:230:13 0:58þ0:220:15 0:60þ0:260:15 0:60þ0:250:15 0:59þ0:250:15 0:59þ0:250:14
f0ð980Þ 1:53þ0:770:50 1:54þ0:750:53 1:54þ0:760:55 1:50þ0:780:54 1:55þ0:760:51 1:74þ0:800:55
f2ð1270Þ 8:9 1:1 8:1 1:2 8:8 1:1 8:8 1:1 8:9 1:1 8:8 1:1
ð1450Þ 5:3þ2:51:4 10:8þ5:43:6 4:7þ1:61:1 4:9þ1:91:2 5:7þ4:02:3 4:6þ2:11:3
f0ð500Þ 16:2 2:0 15:6 1:9 16:6 2:0 16:9 2:1 16:3 2:1 21:9 3:8
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FIG. 16 (color online). Helicity angle distributions of (a) cosJ=c (
2=ndf ¼ 15=20) and (b) cos (2=ndf ¼ 14=20) in the
ð770Þmass region defined within one full width of the ð770Þmass. The points with error bars are data, the signal fit to the best model
is shown with a (red) dashed line, the background with a (black) dotted line, and the (blue) solid line represents the total.
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FIG. 17 (color online). Background subtracted and efficiency corrected helicity distributions of (a) cosJ=c (
2=ndf ¼ 20=20) and
(b) cos  (
2=ndf ¼ 13=20) in the ð770Þ mass region defined within one full width of the ð770Þ mass. The points with error bars
are data and the solid blue lines show the fit to the best model.
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are presented in Fig. 17. The distributions are in good
agreement with the best fit model.
V. BRANCHING FRACTIONS
Branching fractions are measured by normalizing to the
well measured decay mode B ! J=cK, which has two
muons in the final state and has the same triggers as the
B0 ! J=cþ decays. Assuming equal production of
charged and neutral B mesons at the LHC due to isospin
symmetry, the branching fraction is calculated as
Bð B0!J=cþÞ¼ N B0= B0
NB=B
BðB!J=cKÞ;
(31)
where N and  denote the yield and total efficiency of
the decay of interest. The branching fraction
BðB ! J=cKÞ ¼ ð10:18 0:42Þ  104 is deter-
mined from an average of recent Belle [29] and BABAR
[30] measurements that are corrected with respect to the
reported values, which assume equal production of charged
and neutral B mesons at the ð4SÞ, using the measured
value of ðB
þBÞ
ðB0 B0Þ ¼ 1:055 0:025 [31].
Signal efficiencies are derived from simulations includ-
ing trigger, reconstruction, and event selection compo-
nents. Since the efficiency to detect the J=cþ final
state is not uniform across the Dalitz plane, the efficiency is
averaged according to the Dalitz model, where the best fit
model is used. The K0S veto efficiency is also taken into
account. Small corrections are applied to account for dif-
ferences between the simulation and the data. We measure
the kaon and pion identification efficiencies with respect to
the simulation using Dþ ! þD0ð! KþÞ events se-
lected from data. The efficiencies are measured in bins of
pT and  and the averages are weighted using the signal
event distributions in the data. Furthermore, to ensure that
the p and pT distributions of the generated B mesons are
correct we weight the B and B0 simulation samples using
B ! J=cK and B0 ! J=c K0 data, respectively.
Finally, the simulation samples are weighted with the
charged tracking efficiency ratio between data and
simulation in bins of p and pT of the track. The average
of the weights is the correction factor. The total correction
factors are below 1.04 and largely cancel between the
signal and normalization channels. Multiplying the
simulation efficiencies and correction factors gives
the total efficiency ð1:1630:0030:017Þ% for B0 !
J=cþ and ð3:092 0:012 0:038Þ% for B !
J=cK, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the
second is systematic.
Using NB ¼ 350727 633 and N B0 ¼ 5287 112,
we measure
Bð B0!J=cþÞ¼ð3:970:090:110:16Þ105;
where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is
systematic, and the third is due to the uncertainty of
BðB ! J=cKÞ. The systematic uncertainties are dis-
cussed in Sec. VI. Our measured value is consistent with
and more precise than the previous BABAR measurement
of ð4:6 0:7 0:6Þ  105 [11].
Table X shows the branching fractions of resonant
modes calculated by multiplying the fit fraction and the
total branching fraction of B0 ! J=cþ. Since the
f0ð980Þ contribution has a significance of less than 3	
we quote also an upper limit of Bð B0 ! J=c f0ð980ÞÞ 
Bðf0ð980Þ ! þÞ< 1:1 106 at 90% confidence
level (C.L.); this is the first such limit. The limit is calcu-
lated assuming a Gaussian distribution as the central value
plus 1.28 times the addition in quadrature of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties. This branching ratio is pre-
dicted to be in the range ð1–3Þ  106 if the f0ð980Þ
resonance is formed of tetraquarks, but can be much
smaller if the f0ð980Þ is a standard quark-antiquark reso-
nance [8]. Our limit is at the lower boundary of the tetra-
quark prediction, and is consistent with a quark-antiquark
resonance with a small mixing angle. In Sec. VII B, we
show that the mixing angle, describing the admixture of ss
and light quarks, is less than 31 at 90% C.L.
The other branching fractions are consistent with
and more precise than the previous measurements from
BABAR [11]. Using Bð!! þÞ ¼ ð1:53þ0:110:13Þ% [15],
we measure
TABLE X. Branching fractions for each channel. The upper limit at 90% C.L. is also quoted
for the f0ð980Þ resonance which has a significance smaller than 3	. The first uncertainty is
statistical and the second the total systematic.
Channel Bð B0 ! J=cR;R! þÞ Upper limit of B (at 90% C.L.)
ð770Þ ð2:49þ0:20þ0:160:130:23Þ  105 
 
 

!ð782Þ ð2:3þ0:9þ1:10:50:6Þ  107 
 
 

f0ð980Þ ð6:1þ3:1þ1:72:01:4Þ  107 <1:1 106
f2ð1270Þ ð3:5 0:4 0:4Þ  106 
 
 

ð1450Þ ð2:1þ1:0þ2:20:60:4Þ  106 
 
 

f0ð500Þ ð6:4 0:8þ2:40:8Þ  106 
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Bð B0 ! J=c!Þ
Bð B0 ! J=c0Þ ¼ 0:61
þ0:24þ0:31
0:140:16;
and
B ð B0 ! J=c!Þ ¼ ð1:5þ0:6þ0:70:30:4Þ  105:
This is consistent with the LHCb measurement
Bð B0!J=c!Þ
Bð B0!J=c0Þ ¼ 0:89 0:19þ0:070:13, using the !! þ0
mode [32].
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The contributions to the systematic uncertainties on
the branching fractions are listed in Table XI. Since the
branching fractions are measured with respect to the
B ! J=cK mode, which has a different number of
charged tracks than the decays of interest, a 1% system-
atic uncertainty is assigned due to differences in the
tracking performance between data and simulation.
Another 2% uncertainty is assigned because of the differ-
ence between two pions and one kaon in the final states,
due to decay in flight, multiple scattering, and hadronic
interactions. Small uncertainties are introduced if the
simulation does not have the correct B meson kinematic
distributions. We are relatively insensitive to any differ-
ences in the B meson p and pT distributions since we are
measuring the relative rates. By varying the p and pT
distributions we see at most a change of 0.5%. There is a
1.0% systematic uncertainty assigned for the relative
particle identification efficiencies (0.5% per particle).
These efficiencies have been corrected from those pre-
dicted in the simulation by using the data from Dþ !
þD0ð! KþÞ. A 0.6% uncertainty is included for the
J=cþ efficiency, estimated by changing the best
model to that including all possible resonances. The B0
signal yield is changed by 0.5% when the shape of the
combinatorial background is changed from an exponential
to a linear function. The total systematic uncertainty is
obtained by adding each source of systematic uncertainty
in quadrature as it is uncorrelated. In addition, the
largest source is 4.1% due to the uncertainty of BðB !
J=cKÞ which is quoted separately.
The sources of the systematic uncertainties on the results
of the Dalitz-plot analysis are summarized in Table XII.
For the uncertainties due to the acceptance or background
modeling, we repeat the data fit 100 times where the
parameters of acceptance or background modeling are
generated according to the corresponding covariance
matrix. We also study the acceptance function by changing
the minimum IP 2 requirement from 9 to 12.5 on both of
the pion candidates. As shown previously [6], this in-
creases the 2 of the fit to the angular distributions by
one unit. The acceptance function is then applied to the
data with the original minimum IP 2 selection of 9, and
TABLE XI. Relative systematic uncertainties on branching
fractions (%).
Source Uncertainty (%)
Tracking efficiency 1.0
Material and physical effects 2.0
Particle identification efficiency 1.0
B0 p and pT distributions 0.5
B p and pT distributions 0.5
Dalitz modeling 0.6
Background modeling 0.5
Sum of above sources 2.7
BðB ! J=cKÞ 4.1
Total 4.9
TABLE XII. Absolute systematic uncertainties on the results of the Dalitz analysis.
Item Acceptance Background Fit model Resonance parameters Total
Fit fractions (%)
ð770Þ 0:9 þ2:03:1 þ0:63:2 1:6 þ2:84:8
!ð782Þ 0:08 þ0:230:06 þ0:110:10 þ0:0280:014 þ0:270:14
f0ð980Þ 0:03 þ0:240:17 þ0:210:18 þ0:290:24 þ0:430:35
f2ð1270Þ 0:06 þ0:450:59 þ0:850:76 0:36 1:0
ð1450Þ 0:10 þ0:50:6 þ5:60:7 þ0:40:3 þ5:60:9
f0ð500Þ 0:4 þ1:60:9 þ5:71:6 0:6 þ6:02:0
 ¼ 0 fractions (%)
ð770Þ 1:0 þ1:72:0 þ4:91:5 2:1 þ5:73:4
!ð782Þ 1:5 þ3:51:8 þ2:83:5 þ1:21:7 þ4:94:5
f2ð1270Þ 0:3 2:4 þ3:73:4 1:5 4:5
ð1450Þ 0:9 þ4:88:4 þ5:55:1 þ4:26:1 þ8:411:6
Ratio of fit fractions (%)
!ð782Þ=ð770Þ 0:13 þ0:410:11 þ0:180:16 þ0:0340:022 þ0:470:23
f0ð980Þ=f0ð500Þ 0:3 þ1:51:1 þ1:02:1 þ2:21:8 3:0
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the likelihood fit is redone and the uncertainties are esti-
mated by comparing the results with the best fit model. The
larger of the two variations is taken as uncertainty due to
the acceptance.
We study the effect of ignoring the experimental mass
resolution in the fit by comparing fits between different
pseudoexperiments with and without the resolution in-
cluded. As the widths of the resonances we consider are
much larger than the mass resolution, we find that the
effects are negligible except for the !ð782Þ resonance
whose fit fraction is underestimated by ð0:09 0:08Þ%.
Thus, we apply a 0.09% correction to the !ð782Þ fraction
and assign an additional0:08% in the acceptance system-
atic uncertainty. The results shown in the previous sections
already include this correction.
In the default fit, the signal fraction fsig ¼ 0:621
0:009, defined in Eq. (1), is fixed; we vary its value within
its error to estimate the systematic uncertainty. The change
is added in quadrature with the background modeling
uncertainties.
The uncertainties due to the fit model include adding
each resonance that is listed in Table IV but not used in the
best model, changing the default values of LB in P- and
D-wave cases, varying the hadron scale r parameters for
the B meson and R resonance to 3:0 GeV1 for both,
replacing the f0ð500Þ model by a Zhou and Bugg function
[33,34], and using the alternate Gounaris and Sakurai
model [35] for  resonances. Then the largest variations
among those changes are assigned as the systematic un-
certainties for modeling (see Table XII).
Finally, we repeat the data fit by varying the mass and
width of resonances (see Table IV) within their errors one
at a time, and add the changes in quadrature.
VII. FURTHER RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
A. Resonant structure
The largest intermediate state in B0 ! J=cþ de-
cays is the J=cð770Þ mode. Beside the ð770Þ, signifi-
cant f2ð1270Þ and f0ð500Þ contributions are also seen. The
smaller !ð782Þ and ð1450Þ resonances have 3:1	 and
3:2	 significances respectively, including systematic un-
certainties. The systematic uncertainties reduce the signifi-
cance of the f0ð980Þ to below 3	. Replacing the f0ð500Þ
by a nonresonant component increases  lnL by 117, and
worsens the 2 by 192 with the same ndf resulting in a fit
confidence level of 1:8 107. Thus the f0ð500Þ state is
firmly established in B0 ! J=cþ decays.
As discussed in the introduction, a region with only S
and P waves is preferred for measuring sin 2eff . The best
fit model demonstrates that the mass region within
149 MeV (one full width) of the ð770Þ mass contains
only ð0:72 0:09Þ%D-wave contribution; thus this region
can be used for a clean CP measurement. The S wave in
this region is ð11:9 1:7Þ%, where the fraction is the sum
of individual fit fractions and the interference.
B. Mixing angle between f0ð980Þ and f0ð500Þ
The scalar nonet is quite an enigma. The mysteries are
summarized in Ref. [36], and in the ‘‘note on scalar me-
sons’’ in the PDG [15]. Let us contrast the masses of the
lightest vector mesons with those of the scalars, listed in
Table XIII. For the vector particles, the! and masses are
nearly degenerate and the masses increase as the s-quark
content increases. For the scalar particles, however, the
mass dependence differs in several ways, which requires
an explanation. Some authors introduce the concept of
q qq q states or superpositions of the four-quark state with
the q q state. In either case, the I ¼ 0 f0ð500Þ and the
f0ð980Þ are thought to be mixtures of the underlying states
whose mixing angle has been estimated previously (see
Ref. [8] and references contained therein).
The mixing is parametrized by a 2 2 rotation matrix
characterized by the angle ’m, giving in our case
jf0ð980Þi ¼ cos’mjssi þ sin’mjn ni;
jf0ð500Þi ¼  sin’mjssi þ cos’mjn ni;
where jn ni  1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðju ui þ jd diÞ:
(32)
In this case only the jd di part of the jn ni wave function
contributes (see Fig. 2). Thus we have
tan 2’m ¼ Bð
B0 ! J=c f0ð980ÞÞ
Bð B0 ! J=c f0ð500ÞÞ
ð500Þ
ð980Þ ; (33)
where the  terms denote the phase space factors. The
phase space in this pseudoscalar to vector-pseudoscalar
decay is proportional to the cube of the f0 three-
momentum. Taking the average of the momentum depen-
TABLE XIII. Masses of light vector and scalar resonances. All values are taken from
Ref. [15], except for the f0ð500Þ [27].
Isospin Vector particle Vector mass (MeV) Scalar particle Scalar mass (MeV)
0 ! 783 f0ð500Þ 513
1  776 a0 980
1=2 K 980  800
0  1020 f0 980
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dent phase space over the resonant line shapes results in the
ratio of phase space factors ð500Þð980Þ being equal to 1.25.
Using the data shown in Table X we determine the ratio
of branching fractions for both resonances resulting in the
þ final state as
Bð B0 ! J=c f0ð980ÞÞ Bðf0ð980Þ ! þÞ
Bð B0 ! J=c f0ð500ÞÞ Bðf0ð500Þ ! þÞ
¼ ð9:5þ6:73:4  3:0Þ%:
This value must be corrected for the individual branching
fractions of the f0 resonances into the 
þ final state.
BABAR has measured Bðf0ð980Þ!K
þKÞ
Bðf0ð980Þ!þÞ ¼ 0:69 0:32 us-
ing B! KKK and B! K decays [37]. BES obtained
relative branching ratios using c ð2SÞ ! 
c0 decays
where the c0 ! f0ð980Þf0ð980Þ, and either both f0ð980Þ
candidates decay into þ or one into þ and the
other into KþK pairs [38]. From their results we obtain
Bðf0ð980Þ!KþKÞ
Bðf0ð980Þ!þÞ ¼ 0:25þ0:170:11 [39]. Averaging the two mea-
surements gives
Bðf0ð980Þ ! KþKÞ
Bðf0ð980Þ ! þÞ
¼ 0:35þ0:150:14: (34)
Assuming that the  and KK decays are dominant we
obtain
B ðf0ð980Þ ! þÞ ¼ ð46 6Þ%; (35)
where we have assumed that the only other decays are to
00, half of the þ rate, and to neutral kaons, taken
equal to charged kaons. We use Bðf0ð500Þ ! þÞ ¼
2
3 , which results from isospin Clebsch-Gordon coefficients,
and assuming that the only decays are into two pions. Since
we have only an upper limit on the J=c f0ð980Þ final
state, we will only find an upper limit on the mixing angle,
so if any other decay modes of the f0ð500Þ (f0ð980Þ) exist,
they would make the limit more (less) stringent. Our limit
then is
tan 2’m ¼ Bð
B0 ! J=c f0ð980ÞÞ
Bð B0 ! J=c f0ð500ÞÞ
ð500Þ
ð980Þ< 0:35
at 90% confidence level;
which translates into a limit
j’mj< 31 at 90% confidence level:
Various mixing angle measurements have been derived
in the literature and summarized in Ref. [8]. There are a
wide range of values including (a) using Dþs ! þþ
transitions which give a range 35 < j’mj< 55, (b) using
radiative decays where two solutions were found either
’m ¼ 4  3 or 136  6, (c) using resonance decays
from both! 
00 and J=c ! !where a value of
’m ’ 20 was found, (d) using theD andDs decays into
f0ð980Þ and f0ð980ÞK where values of ’m ¼ 31 
5 or 42  7 were found.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the resonance structure of B0 !
J=cþ using a modified Dalitz-plot analysis where
we also include the decay angle of the J=c meson. The
decay distributions are formed from a series of final states
described by individual þ interfering decay ampli-
tudes. The largest component is the ð770Þ resonance. The
data are best described by adding the f2ð1270Þ, f0ð500Þ,
!ð782Þ, ð1450Þ, and f0ð980Þ resonances, where the
f0ð980Þ resonance contributes less than 3	 significance.
The results are listed in Table VI.
We set an upper limit Bð B0 ! J=c f0ð980ÞÞ 
Bðf0ð980Þ ! þÞ< 1:1 106 at 90% confidence
level that favors somewhat a quark-antiquark interpretation
of the f0ð980Þ resonance. We also have firmly established
the existence of the J=c f0ð500Þ intermediate resonant
state in B0 decays, and limit the absolute value of the
mixing angle between the two lightest scalar states to be
less than 31 at 90% confidence level.
Our six-resonance best fit shows that the mass region
within one full width of the ð770Þ contains mostly
P-wave, ð11:9 1:7Þ% S-wave, and only ð0:72 0:09Þ%
D-wave. Thus this region can be used to perform CP
violation measurements, as the S- and P-wave components
can be treated in the same manner as in the analysis of
B0s ! J=c [2–4]. The measured value of the asymmetry
can be compared to that found in other modes such as
B0 ! J=c K0 in order to ascertain the possible effects due
to penguin amplitudes.
The measured branching ratio is
Bð B0 ! J=cþÞ
¼ ð3:97 0:09 0:11 0:16Þ  105;
where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is
systematic, and the third is due to the uncertainty of
BðB ! J=cKÞ. The largest contribution is the
J=cð770Þ mode with a branching fraction of
ð2:49þ0:20þ0:160:130:23Þ  105.
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